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About us

Gas Infrastructure Europe (GIE) is an association representing the
interests of European natural gas infrastructure operators active
in natural gas transmission, storage and LNG regasification. GIE
is a trusted partner of European institutions, regulatory bodies
and industry stakeholders. It is based in Brussels, the heart of
European policymaking.
GIE currently represents 67 member companies from 25
countries. Its internal structure has three columns corresponding
to the three types of infrastructure activities represented: GTE
(Gas Transmission Europe), GSE (Gas Storage Europe) and GLE
(Gas LNG Europe), all of which fall under the umbrella of GIE.
This structure allows member companies to speak with one
voice on infrastructure topics as well as to build positions on
column-specific issues.

The origin of GIE dates back to 2002. Since then the association
has undergone some changes triggered by the evolving
European legislative framework in energy. Following the
adoption of the Third Energy Package in 2009, GTE laid down
the foundations for a new body – the European Network of
Transmission System Operators for Gas (ENTSOG) – which was
formally established on 1 December 2009. The objective of
ENTSOG is to deliver predominantly on the tasks specified by
the Third Energy Package and other specific gas transmission
related issues, while GIE focuses on lobbying activities on
behalf of all infrastructure operators in Europe, including TSOs.

What we do

Enabling a single European market

Ensuring a backbone for secure supplies

With its know-how and experience – and a close cooperation
with its member companies – GIE contributes to develop the
regulatory framework for natural gas in Europe in a transparent
and proactive manner. GIE is a regular participant in energy
policy debates shaping the future gas market including, for
example, the European Gas Regulatory Forum (Madrid Forum).

Gas infrastructure is an indispensable part of the energy supply
chain from producer to end-user. Transmission pipelines,
storage facilities and LNG regasification terminals are among
the physical elements of the gas system which ensure that gas
is delivered to customers where and when needed.

One of GIE’s key objectives is to work towards regulatory
stability and predictability. Clear, coherent and positive signals
regarding the role of gas in the long term are the essential
prerequisites for a sound investment climate. GIE also assists its
members in complying with existing European legislation with
a view to foster harmonised and consistent implementation
across the industry.

Moreover, GIE undertakes many market-oriented initiatives, in
particular relating to transparency. As regards gas storage, the
flagship transparency deliverables are the GSE Aggregated Gas
Stock Inventory (AGSI) – an online platform providing daily
information on gas stock movements.
Transparency is also important for GLE which has developed,
on a voluntary basis, a GLE Transparency initiative, where the
daily LNG stock and send-out of all the LSOs in the European
Union is published on a common platform. Furthermore, GLE
publishes a standardised template (Transparency Template)
to facilitate access to information for LNG terminal users. GSE
is also implementing a transparency template with a similar
structure than the GLE one. Both GSE and GLE also publish a
yearly update of their respective storage and LNG maps. As one
of the crucial stakeholders in the European arena, GIE regularly
works together with other industry associations and bodies. For
example, GIE cooperates closely with ENTSOG in developing
several of the tasks assigned under the Third Energy Package,
including the Ten Year Network Development Plan as well as
Summer and Winter Supply Outlooks.

Gas infrastructure will need to be further developed and
enhanced in the years to come. This will help to safeguard
secure supplies, to provide alternative supply routes, to increase
the gas supply competition and to respond to new and
growing flexibility requirements in order to integrate variable
renewable energy sources. This is why GIE is following closely
the implementation of the European energy infrastructure
package and of the 2010 Regulation on Security of Supply.

As a regular contributor to the debates concerning security of
supply and infrastructure as well as related to investments, GIE
stands ready to provide expertise and guidance on how best
to achieve the European policy objectives while ensuring a
market-based approach and a sound investment climate. We
are convinced that a well interconnected and ample flexible gas
infrastructure network in Europe is a key for enhancing supply
security. It is therefore necessary to ensure the right regulatory
framework and other conditions for the market to respond to
both the existing and future infrastructure needs.
Given the interaction between gas and electricity systems,
there is a growing need for high-level energy system studies
and analyses to provide a foundation for future investments
in electricity and gas infrastructure while ensuring an efficient
allocation of resources. As a representative of European
infrastructure operators, GIE can significantly contribute to such
studies.

Contributing to a competitive
and low-carbon European Union

Building the EU energy future

Natural gas is the cleanest fossil fuel. Substituting gas for
more carbon rich fuels can substantially reduce CO2 emissions
on the short term and contribute to the EU’s long term
decarbonisation policy objectives. The past decade has shown,
that the increased share of natural gas in the European energy
mix has led to significant CO2 reductions across Europe.

Competition, security of supply and sustainability coupled with
ever more stringent environmental targets constitute today the
main lines of the EU energy policy. The timely refurbishment
of existing gas infrastructure and the deployment of new
infrastructure is vital to achieve the EU’s energy and climate
policy objectives. The EU has to prepare its infrastructure for
further decarbonisation of its energy system in the longer term
towards 2050.

The role of natural gas and the underlying infrastructure in
achieving the EU’s energy and climate objectives will be further
strengthened as economies move towards “green energy”
sources. Apart from its environmentally-benefits, natural gas
is also an ideal partner of variable renewable energy sources
as it provides the flexibility needed to compensate for the
intermittency of solar or wind. This flexibility will thus guarantee

secure electricity to consumers. However, it will also require a
well-developed and meshed gas infrastructure network as well
as storages and LNG terminals, capable of responding to strong
demand variability and integrating green energy.
The aftermath of the 2011 Fukushima nuclear incident in Japan,
coupled with the possible impact of future shale gas production
on diversification of supply and prices, makes natural gas the
European energy source of choice for the decades to come.
Therefore, it should no longer be regarded as a mere bridge
towards a low-carbon economy, but rather as a destination fuel
and the most economically viable enabler for renewable energy.
In this context, the role of gas infrastructure operators and their
contribution to policymaking at European level is of paramount
importance.
Furthermore, in order to make the necessary investment happen,
the gas infrastructure industry needs a clear framework in which
it can operate and invest; not only on the short and medium
term but also in the long term. Market-driven investments in
cooperation with the efficient use of the existing infrastructure
would be the main cornerstone of the new investments.

The natural gas industry, and in particular infrastructure
operators, share these policy objectives and continuously
pursue technologically advanced solutions to achieve them
with the highest safety and efficiency. One such solution
is the application of the Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)

technology to gas-fired power plants, which allows a near
total elimination of CO2 emissions. The recent development of
biogas proves that renewable energy sources can be integrated
into the existing gas infrastructure. Other examples include the
development of LNG, and CNG for maritime and road transport.
Innovative concepts such as “power-to-gas” or “Compressed Air
Energy Storage”, in combination with existing gas infrastructure,
can ensure the most efficient use of renewable energy as
they can balance the variability of renewable energy sources
actually transforming excess of electricity into gas or hydrogen
and storing it for periods of high demand. The usage of such
facilities reduces the investment needs in electricity storage
and capital intensive high voltage power interconnections.
Developing objectives and goals for the European energy sector
are both a challenge and an opportunity that gas infrastructure
operators are eager to take. Building on their experience and
know-how, gas infrastructure operators are best placed to make
significant contributions to realizing the EU energy and climate
targets. This will happen in a context an adequate EU legal and
regulatory framework.
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